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ABSTRACT 
The concept of multlresolution analysis (MRA) is introduced for arbitrary separable Hilbert spaces 
H. It IS put in the general terms of unitary operators UI and lJz ,. . U2 d. d E E and a generating 
element @. Each MRA yields a system I, = {U,!’ Uiy, L&@/n=O... >N-~,~EZ.IEH~}, 
where the 41, are related to 4. Necessary and sufficient conditions on UI, U~J . . Uz (1, # and q’,, are 
given. by means of properties of matrix-valued functions on the unit circle, such that V is a Riesz 
system or Riesz basis in H. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Multiresolution analysis (MRA) is one of the features of wavelet theory, signal 
processing and approximation theory. Take D to be a (d x d) matrix, with in- 
teger entries and eigenvalues v,, i = 1,. . . , d, such that IV, 1 > 1. Define the uni- 
tary dilation operator 2~ on L’(l@) by 
(&If) (4 = t/kmsVW 1 
and the shift operators T1, . . . 3 Td on L’(l@) by 
(T,f)(.x) =f(x - E,), i = 1,. . . ,d, 
with E[ the standard basis vectors in [Wd. Fork E E”, let Tk = TF1 . -. T,k,‘. Then 
an MRA of L*(l@) related to the matrix D is an increasing sequence of closed 
subspaces V,,j E Z, of L*(rW”), such that 
l ZD(V,) = v,+17 T”(y) = 5, ‘#k E Z”, j E H, 
l chu,,z v, = L~([w~). n,,z v, = (01, 
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l 30EL?(IwC/) {Tk4 / k E zJ} is a Riesz basis for Va. 
Starting from an MRA, a Riesz basis for L2(rWd) of the form 
{Z~T”$, 1 n = 1,. . . % (det(D)] - 1, j E Z, k E Zd} 
can be constructed. where & is such that the set 
is a Riesz basis of P’t n V,i. 
In this paper, we put the concept of Multiresolution Analysis (MRA) related to 
the matrix D in a functional analytic setting. We show that MRA comes from 
some specific properties of the operators 20 and TI.. . . Td. We replace L’([w”) 
by a separable Hilbert space H and the operators ZD and TI, . , Td by arbi- 
trary operators Ui and U2.i.. . , lJ2~ on H satisfying the relation U/U1 = 
U1 Uf” for some k E 27”. Here we use the multi-index notation U[ = 
U$ :. . U[s, for k E Z”. Then an MRA for H can be defined solely in terms of 
conditions on the tuple [ UI , UZ 1. , U~.J, $1, where $ is an MRA-generator. 
With this general MRA we construct Riesz bases in H, using elementary linear 
algebra and Fourier theory. 
Already in [9] there were strong hints for a generalization of MRA. A more 
general concept, like we presented here, was also investigated in [4]. However 
that paper uses a different approach to construct bases in H using MRA. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the general concept 
of frames and Riesz systems and, in Section 3 we introduce the concept of 
MRA in terms of a tuple [ U1, Uz.1,. . . 1 U~.J~ qb]. It is shown that MRA is related 
to the existence problem of a special kind of frames and Riesz bases. In Section 
4 some theory on Riesz systems generated by a finite number of mutually 
commuting unitary operators is developed. In Section 5 necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions are presented guaranteeing a solution of a related existence 
problem in 12(z). In Section 6 similar conditions are given guaranteeing a so- 
lution of the existence problem related to MRA. 
2 RIESZ SYSTEMS, GENERAL CONCEPT 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space with inner product (.. .). For a countable 
index set D, by /‘(ED) we denote the Hilbert space of all square summable 
functions D into C. and by (., .)n we denote its inner product. The standard 
orthonormal basis in I’(D) is denoted by {e,},,n, so e,(i) = S,, for i,j E D. The 
expression 1;(D) indicates the linear span of the set {e, 1 j E ID}. 
Definition 2.1. A collection 3 = (~51 j E D} in H is called a frmw withfiame 
hounds inF and MF-, 0 < WIF < MF, if for all .Y E H the sequence (x~ u~UJ),~~ be- 
longs to I’(D) and 
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For {u,I j E D} a frame in H, define S : H + Z2(D) by Sx = xJEas (x,v,)e,. 
Vx E H. According to Definition 2.1, 
(2.2) mFllXllZ I Ilq’ I ~FIIXII’. 
So S is a bounded linear operator from H into r2(D), such that S*S has boun- 
ded inverse and the optimal constants mF and MF are given by 
??rF = II(S*S)-‘)1-’ and MF = IlS*Sll. 
The operator S is called the frame generator associated with the frame T. A 
straightforward computation shows that S*Q = CJto (cu, e,)w,, V’cr E f?(D). 
Observe that S* is an injective bounded linear operator from I’(D) into H with 
range, Ran(S), closed in H or equivalently Ran (S*) = H. This is equivalent 
with the fact that S*S is a boundedly invertible operator. Also S(S*S)-’ is the 
right inverse of S* with minimal norm. Define C,,j E ED, in Ran(S*) by 6, = 
(S*S))‘S*e,. Then for all x E Ran(S*) 
-~ = S*(S(S*S)-‘).Y = C (x. (S'S)-'S*e,)S*e, = C (_~,.LIJ)~I, 
JED /ED 
and a posteriori x = x,E o (x9 u,)C,. 
We summarize these considerations in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Let 3 = {w, 1 j E D} be a collection in H. Then 3 is a frame if and 
only if the adjoint of the frame generator S associated with 3 is surjective. If 3 is a 
frame, the collection { 6, ) j E D}, defined by 6, = (S’S)-‘Se,, is theframe dual to 
3. i.e. {T?, I j E D} is aframe such that (u,, 6,) = 6,,. 
We observe that since (6, I j E D} is a frame, there exists also an associated 
frame generator given by S(S*S)-‘. 
Definition 2.3. The collection R = {r)l j E IJB} in H is called a Rieszsystem with 
Riex bounds 0 < mR 5 MR, if 
For (21~1 j E D} a Riesz system, define TO : Ii(l0) ---f H by Tour = cjED a(j)?+ 
Then TO extends to a bounded linear operator T from Z’(D) into H, the Riesz 
generator of R, satisfying 
(2.4) nzRlla1f 5 IIT4l’ 5 MR(I#. 
We conclude that T* T is a boundedly invertible operator on 12(D) and 
(T*T)-IT* is the left inverse of T with minimal norm. Define V,, j E LIB, in 
Ran(T) by Cl, = T( T* T)-‘e,. Then, for all x E Ran(T), 
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X= T(T*T))‘T*s= C ((T*T)-‘T*.~,e,)Tej =,FD (x,C,)uj, 
/ED 
and a posteriori I = c, t D (s, L)) II,. 
We summarize these in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. Let R = { 1) 1 j E D} be a collection in H. Then R is a Riesz system 
if and only if there is a bounded linear injection T : 1 2(KD) + H with closed range 
such that Te, = v,, j E D. If so, the collection {II, ( j E ID}, de$ned by 6, = 
T( T”T))‘e,, is the Ries: system dual to ‘R. 
Definition 2.5. A Riesz system which is total is a Riesz basis. 
For a Riesz basis, the corresponding Riesz generator T is invertible. From this 
it follows immediately that the frame { vJ 1 j E D} is a Riesz basis if and only if 
S’ is invertible. It can be proved, see [l], that the concepts of exact frame and of 
Riesz basis are equivalent. The connection between frames and Riesz systems 
is given in the following theorem, which results from the previous considera- 
tions. 
Theorem 2.4. Let V = (73 1 j E D} be any collection in H, and define the operator 
T : l’(D) + H by Te, = 15, J' E D. Then V is a frame if and onl_y if TT* is u 
boundedly irtvertible operator on H. Further, V is a Riesz system ifund only if T’T 
is a houndedly invertible operator on 1 ‘(ED). Finally: V is a Riesz basis ifand only if 
T is a boundedly invertible operator on l’(D), i.e., if both TT* and T*T are 
boundedly invertible operators. 
For R = {z)] j E ED} in H, define its Gram matrix GR by GR(i,j) = (w,;c,)~, 
i,j E D. Since G~(i,j) = (T*Te,,e,) we conclude GR is the matrix of T*T, 
yielding with (2.4) that R is a Riesz system if and only if 
3 MULTIRESOLUTION ANALYSIS 
Definition 3.1. Let D be a (d x d) matrix with integer entries and eigenvalues 
u,,i= l,... .d, such that Iv,1 > 1. Further let H be a separable Hilbert space 
and Ui , Uz.1. . . , UI,~~ unitary operators on H, such that U1,i ~ . . . , UZ,~~ mutually 
commute and let 4 E H. Then [$. U1: U~J, . ~ (/l,d] is an MRA if 
(i) { UjqSI k E Zd} is a Riesz system in H; 
(ii) d E C/OS span{ U1 Ut$ k E Zd}: 
(iii) CJ? UI = U, Up’, for all k E Z”. 
In the sequel 4 is called the MRA generator. 
In the literature an MRA is defined in another way [3,9]. Namely, in terms of 
a nested sequence of subspaces of a Hilbert space, cf. Section 1. Using 
Definition 3.1 we construct such a nested sequence of subspaces for H. Define 
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the closed subspaces Vj. ,j E 22. in H by V, = clos span{ U{ U[d 1 k E Zd}. Then 
the conditions yield 
Ui(V,) = ?,+I- Ui( 6) = y,,k E Z”. and y/ c vJ+i. 
Note that we do not introduce the conditions 
~10s U V, = H and 0 V, = {0}, 
/EZ JEZ 
which occur in the traditional concept of MRA for L2(lJ&!“). Whether or not 
inserting these conditions will not change any of the further derivations. 
We use the concept of MRA for H for constructing special Riesz systems in H. 
We start this construction defining the countable collection of closed subspaces 
W,. j E Z, by W, = V,’ n V,., I. Since Ui and U, are unitary operators on H, we 
have 
us = h(y’) n ul(y+l) = (“dv,))l n udvI+d = v>+l n v,+2 = wJ+l. 
and similarly UZ.,( W,) = W,. Further W, c W,k, I> j, since the subspaces V, 
are nested, and V,-,I can be decomposed as 
N-I 
VN = ( $ wJ) 3 h, kf < N. 
/=A, 
which yields 
Remark: by adding the conditions clos l_lI, EZ Vk = H and n, Ez VA. = (0). H 
can be written as the orthogonal direct sum 
H= 5 W,. 
/z-x 
Since W, = U{( WO) each Riesz basis R for W” yields the Riesz basis U{(R) for 
W,. j E Z, with the same Riesz bounds. From the direct sum decomposition of 
H it follows that UJtz U((R) is a Riesz basis for H. 
Now the idea is to construct Riesz systems in W” of the form 
{ U,” + 1 k E 27”). It will turn out that, for constructing a Riesz basis of this form 
in general more than one element $ will be needed. Our aim is to prove ex- 
istence of N E FV and of a collection {$I ~. . . . 1),+1} c VI, such that 
(a) 
(b) 
Since 
(b’) 
(&U&q =o, n= l...., N - 1 for all k E 22” i.e ,li, E V’ 
(Ut& In= I . . . . . N- l,kcZ’}isaRieszba’sisFornWo. ” 
VI = V. 3 WO condition (b) can be also written as 
{U~~~k~~~}U{U,“~r,/n=1,...,N-1,k~~~}isaRieszbasisfor 
Vl. 
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Since VO c VI and Wo c VI and since { UtUt# 1 k E Zd} is a Riesz basis in 
Vr, we get 
(3.1) 4 = C p(kPJ,U&% 
htz” 
(3.4 $J,,= k~,,qn(k)L’1U~4. n= l,...,N-1, 
where p E f’(Zd), known, and the q,, E I’(Zd), to be determined, are the gen- 
erating sequences. So the idea is to formulate conditions on the sequences qn, 
given the sequence p, such that the conditions (a) and (b’) are satisfied. There- 
fore we reformulate these conditions in terms of the generating sequences. 
Condition (a) can be put easily in terms of the generating sequences by sub- 
stituting (3. I) and (3.2) into this condition and using Ut U1 = UI U.fk. We get 
(A, Uz”4, = (T@ * $7, RDkP)ph 
with r#(k) = (4, U,“@),, k E Z”, and R’ = R:’ . . Ri for 1 E Zd a composition 
of bilateral shift operators on r’(Zd), each one acting along a standard basis 
vector of 77”. So condition (a) is equivalent with 
(3.3) (T,+$ * 4mRDXP)p = 0, ‘d,,(l, ,&I} VkcZd. 
In order to set condition (b’) in terms of the generating sequences we present 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. Let [$, Ii, 1 Uz,l, . . . . U?,d] he an MRA and p the generating se- 
quence of 4. Then {RDkp ) k E Z”} is a Riesz system in 12(Zd). Let $,,,n = 
1. . , N - 1, be in Wo with generating sequences qn. Then 
is a Riesz basis for Vt if and only if 
{ RD’p 1 k E Zd} U { RDkq, I n = 1 1 . . , N - 1, k E Zd} 
is a Riesz basis for I’(Zd). 
Proof. For convenience, write $0 = 4 and qo = p. Further, introduce the 
boundedly invertible operator S : VI --f 12(Zd) by 
Sj‘ = o iff f = C cu(k)U, UIk& 
kth” 
Since SUi- = RD”S,k E if” and S4 = p, applying S on the Riesz system 
{ U;$ I k E Zd} yields {RDkp / k E Zd}. This is also a Riesz system, since S is a 
boundedly invertible operator with closed range. The second result follows 
immediately observing that 
{RDkq,,)n=O . . . . . N-l,kEZ”}=S({U~$,,(n=O, . . . . N-l,kEZd}). 
0 
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So if we can construct sequences q,, E I’(Zd), such that 
. (T$ * %I, RDk& = 0, &{I,. ./v-l} V /CCL”. 
l {RDkpIkE~d}U{RDkqnIn=1,...,N-1,kE~d}isaRieszbasisfor 
I’(P). 
then we get elements Gn, n = 1, . . . , N - 1~ in VI for which condition (a) and (b) 
are satisfied. This naturally leads us to the next item. 
4 RIESZ SYSTEMS GENERATED BY UNITARY OPERATORS 
Let U,, . . ~ 17~1 be commuting unitary operators on H and let C$ E H. We shall 
present necessary and sufficient conditions on the tuple [II,, , U(j, $1, such 
that { U/4 1 j E ZJ} is a Riesz system, with UJ = U{’ . . U$‘. Further we com- 
pute its dual Riesz system. 
By Section 2, { UJ4 1 j E Z} is a Riesz system if and only if its Gram matrix G. 
given by 
G(i,j) = (U’@ U’4) = (4, U’-‘4) = r,(i -j), 
satisfies (2.5). Observing that T* T with matrix G acts by convolution on 12(Zd), 
T’To=T~*(L, 
we arrive at the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. For commuting unitary operators U1 1 . . . . Uli on H and C$ E H, the 
collection { UJ4 1 j E Zd} is a Riex system if and only ifthe sequence r@ de$ned bll 
rm( j) = (4. UJC#I), j E Zd, yields a boundedly invertible convolution operator on 
12(Zd). i.e., if 
(4.1) 0 < ess_in{,,i,(:) 5 ess sup Td(z) < cc, 
ZET” 
Ithere fI:, denotes the discrete Fourier transjtirrn of r, 
i,(z) = C m(j): -II. z E Td, 
/EZ” 
,r-ith =I = =i’ . . =fT j E I!‘. and T the d-fold product of the unit circle Mith nor- 
malized Lebesgue measure p. 
Note that from this theorem it follows that for T@ E I1(Zd) the collection 
R = { UJ+ ( j E Zd} is a Riesz system if and only if F0 has no zeroes on Td. 
Since T” TQ = 70 * Q: we see that the dual Riesz system of R is of the form 
% = { UJ$l j E ZCi} with 4 given by 
4 = ,g,, f&j) UJ4, 
where fn * T$ = eo. 
Next we replace the vector C$ E H by a finite collection (41~. . ~ 4.~) and 
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pose the same problem, namely under which conditions RN = 
{U/d, 1 n = I,. , N, j E Z“} is a Riesz system. For this we introduce the index 
set rO,={l,... . N} x Zd and define the unitary operator SN from I’(D) into 
L’(Td, CN) = L’(Td) 6 CN by (S,ve,.,)(~) = T/E,,, with {EL,. . . ~ EN} the stand- 
ard orthonormal basis in @ ‘. Now we see that 72,~ is a Riesz system if and only 
if the Gram matrix G with entries (U’&,, I/‘&,)(,,,),(,,,,) represents a bounded 
invertible operator on I’(.Zd). A straight forward computation shows 
(SNGe,,,)(:) = :/G(z)E,,, where G(Z) E CNxN is defined a.e. by (G(z)),,,,,~ = 
c ,tL</ (&I, U’&)=--‘. H ence the Gram matrix G represents a bounded in- 
vertible operator on /2(lIb) if and only if the matrix valued function G from T” 
into C N ’ N satisfies 
5 RIESZ BASES IN I’@?‘) 
In this section we deal with the following problem. Let the sequence y yield a 
boundedly invertible convolution operator on /*(iZ”) and let & E I’(Z”). Find 
necessary and sufficient conditions on sequences ti,,_ n = 1,. (N - l_ in 
/‘(Z“), and determine N such that 
(iI (Y * d, @)“Pu)~ = 0. v,I:lt{~. .N-I) vkC~~/, 
(ii) {RD”@,, 1 n = 0,. . . N - 1, k E Zn} is a Riesz basis for 12(.Zd). 
We reformulate this into terms of the Hilbert space L’(T”). 
Since we deal with a rather arbitrary matrix D E Zd * ’ we introduce the so- 
called Smith normal form of a matrix with integer entries, which is given in the 
following theorem. In [7] one can find a proof of this theorem for matrices over 
a ring of polynomials in one variable. This result generalizes immediately to the 
case of matrices over the ring of integers. 
Theorem 5.1. Let A E iI’ * ‘. Then there are unimodular m&rices U, V E ZJ A ‘I. 
i.e. det( U) = det( V) = 1, and a diagonal matrix .I E Zd ’ d, such that 
(5.1) A = UA4V. 
This factorization is not unique. 
In the sequel we use the notation L = (det(A)]. 
It can be proved by some straightforward computations that the problem posed 
in the beginning of this section is equivalent with the following one. Give nec- 
essary and sufficient conditions on sequences /&, n = 1,. . . ~ N - 1, in 12(.Zr’), 
and determine N such that 
(i) (Y*~~~,~.R-~~OO)~ =O, ~,J,,c(~,...~-~j ~kcr~~/, 
(ii) {RJ’“,& ) n = 0,. . . (N - 1. k E Z”} is a Riesz basis for .!*(Z’), 
with A E .Z” “I a diagonal matrix involved in the Smith normal form of D. 
Let now X, =il(i,i).i= l.... ,d. Define WA, =e2?i’/xJ. i= l...., d, and K,I 
the d-fold segment of all z E T” such that 
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arg(Z,) E [0,2n/X,), i = 1,. . , d. 
We observe, that {?I k E Zd} is an orthonormal 
{fi~:~“~ . .z>‘~~\ k E 22”) is an orthonormal 
So {&$lA1 . . $“‘el 1 i = 1,. . . , N, k E Z”} is an ., 
basis for L2(Td) and 
basis for L2(Kd). 
orthonormal basis for 
LL(Kd,@‘“), the Hilbert space consisting of all a=“-valued Euclidean square 
integrable functions on Kd. In dealing with the above stated problem, we pre- 
sent some auxiliary results. 
The proof of the following lemma is based on the fact, that the (n x n) Fou- 
rier matrix F,, with entries 
F,,(i,j) = l/fi~,‘~, i,j=O ,..., n- 1, 
is unitary. 
Lemma 5.2. Let g, h E Z’(Zd). Then 
l/L 
s 
P-1 I&-l 
( c 
T” JI=~ 
. . . ,Fo g+_l~,Z,). . (,~~,Zd)~(L&,, . . , c+d))Z’ &d(Z) 
= (g, R”“h)p 
1 
if r = Ak, k E Zd, 
0 if r # Ak, k E Zd. 
In a straightforward way we can also prove the following lemma, independent 
of the proof of Lemma 5.2. 
Lemma 5.3. Let g, h E 1 2(Zd). Then for all k E .Zd 
= (g, R”“h)zs,. 
By Lemma 5.3 condition (i) can be written as 
Since this relation must hold for every k E Zd and since { v&lk 1 k E Zd} is an 
orthonormal basis for L2( Kd), we find that 
. 8,(wt,=i ,... ,tiJx’~,=,,)=Oa.e.onK~/,n=l,.... N-l. 
We proceed by searching necessary and sufficient conditions on p,, E I’(Z”), 
n= l,...,N-1, so that C,v={R’lk@tijn=O,...,N-l, ~EZ~} is a Riesz 
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system in Z’(Z”). Since CN is generated by N vectors ,&I,. . . , &_I and the uni- 
tary operators RI,. . , Rd, we may use result (4.2). So CN is a Riesz system if 
and only if 
nzZiv I G(Z) 2 MI,,, a~., ; E T”, 
with 
(5.3) (6(z)),., = k& (b,,, R~‘liP&<~--~X, m n = 0,. . , N - 1. 
This result can also be put in terms of the Fourier transforms of ,$. Therefore 
we derive, using Lemma 5.3, and the fact that (a ~~1’1 .zkdXd 1 k E Zd} is an 
orthonormal basis for L2(&), the relation 
&;I,. . ,z;‘/)m,,l 
(5.4) 1.\11+t P,/I+I 
= l/L c "' c B,("::-_,....,W:::Zd)..;jn(~Xk:=],...,iJ~,'d). 
k,=O h,,=O 
Define B(Z) = k(:, 1 . , zd) = &(zfI, . ~ z,^~‘). Then by combining result (4.2) 
and (5.4), 
Theorem 5.4. Let N E N befixed and {PO,. . . 1 j3,v ~ ;} be a subset of I ‘(Zd). Let 
further A be a (d x d) diagonal matri.x with integer entries. Then the collection 
CN = (R‘4k/$, 1 n = 0,. . , N - 1, k E Zd} is a R iesz s_vstem if and only iffor the 
(N x N) nzatri.lc valuedfunction zH B(z), z E Kd, with entries 
(5.5) 
admits real positive constants m and M, such that 
(5.6) rnIN 5 B(z) < MIN, a.e. L E Kd. 
So, Theorem 5.4 presents necessary and sufficient conditions on &I, . . . , /& _ 1, 
so that C,v is a Riesz system. We proceed by searching for similar conditions on 
the Fourier transforms of these sequences, such that C,v is a Riesz basis for 
P(P). 
Corollary 5.5. If CN is a Riex system, then N 5 L. 
Proof. Define the (L x N) matrix valued function 2 H I?(Z), z E Kd, with en- 
tries 
(5.7) (H(Z)),, = LP’~Z&“;:(r))(‘)Z1 ( . . ) u~~(r)~(d),)~ 
n = 0, . . . , N - 1,r = 0,. , L - 1, where r is an arbitrary bijection from the 
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set{O,l,..., L-l}onto {ZE~dlO<I,~lX,I-l,i=l ,..., d}.SinceB(~)= 
Z?*(Z)~~(Z-), z E Kd, fI is invertible a.e. if and only if fi is injective a.e. If there- 
fore B satisfies (5.6), i.e. L?(Z) is invertible for almost all z E Kd, then 
N_<L. 0 
Consider the special case N = L and assume B satisfies (5.6). Now the proof of 
Corollary 5.5 yields that B is invertible a.e. if and only if fi, as introduced in the 
above proof, is invertible a.e. So (5.6) is equivalent with fi being invertible a.e. 
on Kd. Further let B and 3-1 denote bounded linear operators on L’(Kd; CL) 
corresponding to ir and 8, respectively, i.e., 
(an)(~) = &z)~(z) and (‘Hq)(_‘) = L!L(z)~(z), a.e., z E Kd 
for all n E L2(Kd; (EL). Then 23 = 7-1’3-1 and 8-t = B-“FI’. So 7-1 is a boundedly 
invertible operator, since B is a boundedly invertible operator and 
(3-1-‘n)(Z) = fi(:)-‘n($ 
Theorem 5.6. Let N E W be$xed and A be a (d x d) diagonal matrix with integer 
entries. Letfurther {PO,. . , pi_ 1) be a subset of Z2(Zd). such that the collection 
CN = {R.4k,& 1 n = 0,. . , N - 1, k E Zd} 
is a Riesz system. Then this collection is a Riesz basis ifand only if N = L. 
Proof. Let CL be a Riesz system in 12(Zd). Then fi(,-) is invertible for almost all 
z E Kd and ‘FI is invertible, since Lj satisfies (5.6). Define 2n.k E L*(Kd; CL) for 
n = 0,. . ,L-l,andk~Z~by 
&k(z) = a ‘7.1kE,,, Z E Kd. 
Furthermore introduce V,i : 12(Zd) -+ L’(Kd; CL) by 
&WA, wwmz~) . . . , Wt;“)‘(d)=d) 
(VAh)(z) = 
GA, (NL- ‘))WZl, . . . . ) wL, (r(L- l)M)zd 1 
where K is an arbitrary bijection from the set (0, 1, . . . , L - 1) onto the collec- 
tion J = {I E Zdl 0 5 1, < IX, I - I, i = 1, , d}. With this definition 
for all h E 12(Zd), so that V.1 is an isometry. Define h,,,k E I2 by 
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with n E J, k E Z”. Then {hn,k 1 n E J,k E Zd} is an orthonormal basis for 
I’(Z”). With this we get V.J!Z~(,,~,J. = 2,,~. and so the operator V,t is unitary. Ap- 
plying V.1 on R-I”@,, yields 
for all n = 0,. . . L - 1. So R““/& = (V,,)*?-t&,,_,. 
Since {&I n = 0, . . q L - 1, k E Zd} is an orthonormal basis for L*(Kd; C ‘) 
and (V.r)*'Ft is boundedly invertible, we get that CN is a Riesz basis for l’(Zd). 
For proving the converse, we assume CL to be a Riesz basis for f’(Zd). Then 
‘FI has to be invertible, since R-l”/?,! = V;‘H~,,,~. It follows that the matrix valued 
function I? has to be invertible a.e. on K,!, and thus N = L. 0 
Similar results as Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.5 can now be given rather easily 
for CN = { R““,$, 1 n = 0, , N - 1, k E Z} being a frame. We can write R““& = 
V,~‘HE,,,X_ = V;‘FIUe,l.x. with U : I’({O,. . % N - l} x Z”) + L’(Kd;CN) the 
unitary operator given by We, x = E,,x_. So T* = U*‘H*V,1 is the frame generator 
of CN if Cv is a frame. Now Theorem 2.6 yields immediately the following the- 
orem. 
Theorem 5.7. Let N E N hejixed and {I&~ . . ~ /3,+1~ ) be a subset of 1 ‘(Zd). Then 
the collection {R,‘“&, / n = 0, . . N - 1, k E Z”} is u frame ifand onIll iffor the 
(N x N) matri.x valued,finction z++ fi(z)Z?*(z), I E Kd, with H defined us in 
(5.7) there exists real positive constants m and M, such that 
So similar to Theorem 5.4 we presented necessary and sufficient conditions on 
aO,. ,/?N- 1, so that CN is a frame. Finally we present a corollary of 
Theorem 5.7, analogous to Corollary 5.5. 
Corollary 5.8. If CN is a.frame. then N > L 
6. RIESZ BASES IN H 
In the third section we used MRA to construct Riesz bases of the form 
(lJ~U~Ic,,,(~z=l,.... N-l,jEz,kEz”} 
for the separable Hilbert space H. The vectors @, were uniquely determined by 
(3.2). The generating sequences q, of Jr,, had to be determined such that 
. (1-4 * q,, RD’p)z<i = 0, V,,e {I. .N I} Y x GZJ. 
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l {RDkpIk~~jd}u{RDkqnI,=1....~N-1,k~Zd}isaRieszbasisfor 
I’(@). 
By taking y = r,, &J = p and 13, = qn,n = 1,. . , N - 1, in (5.2), Theorem 5.4 
and 5.6, we arrive at the following result. 
Result 6.1. Given a sequence p E I’(Zd). Then the following two problems are 
equivalent. 
Problem 1: 
Construct sequences qn. n = 1,. . .I det(D)( - 1, in j2(Z) such that 
1.l (7o * qn,@%)Z~J = O. &(I. ,Idet(D)(+lj %EZ~/, 
1.2 {RD”p(kE~d}U{RDkq,I,=l....~Idet(D)l-l.kE~”} is a Riesz 
basis for I’(Zd). 
Problem 2: 
Construct &, ?I = 1,. . . , ) det(D)I - 1, in L’(Td). the d-dimensional discrete 
Fourier transforms of qn E 12(Zd), such that 
2.1 
. i+J”,‘, -_I,. . . wf,zd) = 0 a.e. on Kd. 
II= l,...,ldet(D)( - 1. 
2.2 The matrix-valued function z H B(Z), E E Kc/, with entries 
j, r = 0,. . . , / det(D)I - 1, where 7r is an arbitrary enumeration from 
{O,l,..., / det(D)I - l} onto {I E H”I 0 < I, 5 IX,/ - 1, i = 1,. . . ,d} and with 
p = 40, is invertible for almost all L E Kd. 
The matrix A = diag(X1,. . . , A,,) used in Problem 2 is a diagonal matrix ap- 
pearing in a factorization (5.1). 
Observe that in the one-dimensional case, if we start with p E I’(Z) and then 
search for sequences qn, n = 1, . . , I det(D)/ - 1, in I1 (Z) such that Problem 1 is 
solved, Condition 2.2 is a generalization of the condition as presented in [2], 
p. 142, where multiresolution analysis for L2( [w), see Section 1, is discussed. We 
notice also that possible solutions for Problem 2 are given in [5,9] and [8]. 
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